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Post-Truth

• Politics used to be based on truth, evidence and rational discourse 
between engaged citizens.

• Now, politicians have no regard for the truth and citizens do not hold 
them accountable for this. Citizens do not listen to each other.

• New technologies such as social networks (Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram, YouTube) and search (Google) have created “filter 
bubbles” that lead to populaces that are less informed and more 
polarized.

• Also microtargeting, social bot attacks, fake news factories, trolling all 
undermine democracy.



What we agree on (1)

“I would like to live in a society that is open-
minded, fact-loving, search savvy and truth 
seeking. To this end we need to hold our 
political leaders, businesses and institutions 
accountable to adopt truthfulness as a core 
value, to respect data privacy and in plain 
and simple terms to not deal in lies.”



What we agree on (2)

“The Internet democratised the world of 
information. It levelled the playing field 
between citizens and institutions, and it gave 
a voice to many previously marginalised
individuals and communities.”



What we agree on (3)

• The need for personal responsibility.

• The need for collective action.

• The need for regulation.

• The need for competition.

• The need for technological alternatives.



Post-Truth



Make America Great Again vs Make Truth True Again

MAGA MTTA

The world was better in the past. The world was better in the past.

That past is somewhat vague. That past is somewhat vague.

The world is bad now. The world is bad now.

That past was the dominance of American industrial 
economic power.

That past was the rule of truth, facts, and evidence.



Are filter bubbles real?

• “We find that the increase in polarization is largest among the groups least likely to use 
the internet and social media” - https://doi.org/10.3386/w23258

• “However, the analysis presented here already shows that to date there is only scant 
empirical evidence at network level for the existence of well‐developed, exclusive echo 
chambers or filter bubbles, at least within the Australian Twittersphere.” -
https://eprints.qut.edu.au/113937/

• “We find that social networks and search engines are associated with an increase in the 
mean ideological distance between individuals. However, somewhat counterintuitively, 
these same channels also are associated with an increase in an individual’s exposure to 
material from his or her less preferred side of the political spectrum.” -
https://doi.org/10.1093/poq/nfw006

• “Our results suggest that people who are both not politically interested and who do not 
use diverse media are more likely to be in an echo chamber… While it is concerning that 
some individuals are likely to be caught in an echo chamber, it is worth noting that this 
segment of the population is … about 8%” -
https://doi.org/10.1080/1369118X.2018.1428656

https://doi.org/10.3386/w23258
https://eprints.qut.edu.au/113937/
https://doi.org/10.1093/poq/nfw006
https://doi.org/10.1080/1369118X.2018.1428656


Does microtargeting work?

• Problem: Many parties involved in these activities are inherently untrustworthy.

• “What has been proven is that this micro-targeted advertising on social media 
was highly effective in persuading undecided voters to support Trump… 
Unfortunately, we do not have the necessary data to be able to understand why it 
worked for Trump and not for Clinton.” 
https://www.uc3m.es/ss/Satellite/UC3MInstitucional/en/Detalle/Comunicacion_
C/1371258998853/1371215537949/A_study_analyses_the_impact_of_targeted_
Facebook_advertising_on_the_elections

• “I think the Conservatives might win a majority on Thursday because they are 
better at marketing. Specifically, digital marketing. More specifically, Facebook 
advertising.” - https://www.marketingweek.com/2017/06/05/mark-ritson-how-
win-election/

• “When Procter & Gamble Cut $200 Million in Digital Ad Spend, It Increased Its 
Reach 10%.” - https://www.adweek.com/brand-marketing/when-procter-gamble-
cut-200-million-in-digital-ad-spend-its-marketing-became-10-more-effective/

https://www.uc3m.es/ss/Satellite/UC3MInstitucional/en/Detalle/Comunicacion_C/1371258998853/1371215537949/A_study_analyses_the_impact_of_targeted_Facebook_advertising_on_the_elections
https://www.marketingweek.com/2017/06/05/mark-ritson-how-win-election/
https://www.adweek.com/brand-marketing/when-procter-gamble-cut-200-million-in-digital-ad-spend-its-marketing-became-10-more-effective/


“Democracy relies on a well-
informed public”



“Democracy relies on a well-
informed public”



“That evidence demonstrates that the great majority of 
citizens pay little attention to politics. At election time, they 
are swayed by how they feel about “the nature of the times,” 
especially the current state of the economy, and by political 
loyalties typically acquired in childhood. Those loyalties, not 
the facts of political life and government policy, are the 
primary drivers of political behavior. Election outcomes turn 
out to be largely random events from the viewpoint of 
contemporary democratic theory. That is, elections are well 
determined by powerful forces, but those forces are not the 
ones that current theories of democracy believe should 
determine how elections come out.”



“What happens if fully rational politicians 
compete for the support of irrational voters —
specifically, voters with irrational beliefs about 
the effects of various policies? It is a recipe for 
mendacity.”



Are we getting stupider?

“Rational ignorance is a fascinating area of study, and provides us with many of the 
longest-standing measures of political ignorance we have, as it got a lot of attention 
in the US in the forties, fifties and sixties. These studies measured understanding of 
various ‘taught facts’ (how government works, who is responsible for what) and 
‘surveillance facts’ (things we need to update, like which party controls the Senate, 
the current unemployment rate, etc.). This knowledge – or lack thereof – has barely 
changed over the decades: we’re about as wrong now as we’ve always been. For 
example, a 1947 Gallup survey showed that just 55% of people could tell you which 
party was in control of the Senate – and this was virtually unchanged in 1989.”

The Perils of Perception: Why We’re Wrong About Nearly Everything. Bobby Duffy. 
2018.
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http://www.ox.ac.uk/news-
and-events/oxford-and-
brexit/brexit-
analysis/mapping-brexit-vote
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Democracies must function even if their 
publics are:

•Busy

•Lazy

•Ill-informed

•Bigoted



Democracies need to have:
• The broadest possible access to the democratic process.

• Representatives that actually represent their constituents.

• Information that is accessible:

• Affordable.

• Usable.

• Useful.

• Information that is diverse:

• Perspective.

• Source.

• Format.

• Emotional register.

• Decision-making processes that:

• Represent these diverse constituencies.

• Use evidence.

• Produce good decisions.

• Communicate those decisions reliably and effectively.

• Experts who are respected and used appropriately.



“We need an online information commons 
that is non-partisan and beyond the reach of 
individual commercial interests - a digital 
equivalent of the public library.”





https://www.theguardian.com/books/2018/dec/07/nearly-130-
public-libraries-closed-across-britain-in-the-last-year



Conflict & Representation

•Economic Inequality

•Ethnicity & Nationalism

•Age

•Education



The Power & Limits of Education

Most of my peers think that if more people are skilled and more people are 
asking hard questions, goodness will see the light…
But I also don’t want to naively assume what media literacy could do in 
responding to a culture war that is already underway. I want us to grapple with 
reality, not just the ideals that we imagine we could maybe one day build… 
I also believe that it’s important to help students truly appreciate 
epistemological differences. In other words, why do people from different 
worldviews interpret the same piece of content differently? Rather than 
thinking about the intention behind the production, let’s analyze the 
contradictions in the interpretation… 
To help students recognize their own fault lines, not the fault lines of the media 
landscape around them.”
danah boyd - https://points.datasociety.net/you-think-you-want-media-literacy-
do-you-7cad6af18ec2

https://points.datasociety.net/you-think-you-want-media-literacy-do-you-7cad6af18ec2
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Feel the fear and do it anyway…

•Animotophobia

•Haphephobia

•Rupophobia

•Politicophobia

•Chronophobia




